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FROM THE EDITOR 

Gary Bastin, CS]RO, PO Box 2]]], Alice Springs NT 087] 

Welcome to the first newsletter of the new millennium. This 

issue has two major articles; one by David Eldridge on recent 

vegetation change in the Riverina region of NSW, and the 

other by Manda Page on results of the 1999 survey of ARS 
membership by students at Gatton College. 

David's report resulted from a request by the Lower 

Murrumbidgee-Lachlan Resource Management Committee 

for information about any recent vegetation change at rangeland 
monitoring sites in the western Riverina. He reports that 

"current grazing management has had no adverse effect on 

chenopod shrub density (saltbushes and bluebushes) between 

1990 and 1997" and that "the frequency of the perennial grass, 

Danthonia caespitosa, either increased or remained relatively 
stable at 75% of the 31 grass-dominant sites examined" during 

the same period. This report is good news to me for two 

reasons; (I) it shows that this part of the nation's rangelands, 

at least, is being sustainably grazed and (2) graphical and 

statistical methods are being established for rapidly analysing 
ground-based monitoring data to identify grazing effects. 

Last year, you, like me, may have received a questionnaire 

about the Australian Rangeland Society from students at 

Gatton College. If so, then hopefully you took the few minutes 
required to complete and return the survey to the students. The 

students produced a comprehensive report to the Society as 

part oftheir studies and now, Manda Page has condensed their 

main findings into a report to the membership. Thanks Manda 

for your sterling effort in editing the students' lengthy report. 

In essence, the students surveyed non-members, and past and 

present members to determine their views of the Society and 

the services it provides. As Manda reports, there were a 
number of reasons why people either did not join, or remain a 

member of, our Society. There were also varied opinions on 
the value of services provided by the ARS: the journal, this 

newsletter, biennial conferences and the potential for 

networking. The students offered several recommendations 

on how the ARS could be more attractive and relevant to 

potential and former members, and how we can improve our 

services. In a postscript to Manda's article, Council advises 

that they are still considering the students' report and that they 

welcome input from the membership. The Range Management 

Newsletter should be an ideal forum for exchange of ideas and 
opinions arising from the report, particularly as some of the 
comments relate to the perceived value of this newsletter. So 

please use the next, and ensuing, issues to let others know what 

you think our Society needs to do to make us truly relevant and 

valuable to the whole rangeland community. 

This is my last newsletter. After ten years and 30 issues, it is 

well and truly time to hand over to a new editor who has 

renewed vigour, enthusiasm and ideas. So Noeline Duckett 

will produce the next, and subsequent issues. She welcomes 

your contributions to future newsletters and can be contacted 

on (03) 9809 4391. (Noeline and her family have recently 

moved from Perth to Melbourne.) Alternatively, email or post 

your contributions to me and I will forward them on as soon as 

Noeline has email and a permanent postal address. 

In stepping down I thank you, the ARS membership, for your 

contributions over the years. I also particularly thank Margaret 

Friedel and Leigh Hunt, past and present chairs of the 

Pub lications Committee, for their support and encouragement. 

VEGETATION CHANGE IN THE 

WESTERN RIVERINA, NSW 

BETWEEN 1990 AND 1997 

David Eldridge, Centre for Natural Resources, Department 

of Land and Water Conservation, c/- School of Geography, 

University of NSW, Sydney NSW 2052 

Summary 

A study of NSW Rangelands Assessment Program sites in 

the western Riverina indicates that current grazing 

management has had no adverse effect on chenopod shrub 

density (saltbushes and bluebushes) between 1990 and 1997. 

Simple graphical analyses also showed that the frequency of 

the perennial grass, Danthonia caespitosa, either increased 

or remained relatively stable at 75% of the 31 grass-dominant 

sites examined. This good report card for the rangelands of 

the western Riverina has occurred during a period of declining 

and below-average annual rainfall, which resulted in a halving 

of regional biomass from two to one tonne per hectare. 

Introduction 

In the western parts of New South Wales, vegetation 

assessment has been carried out since the 1960s under the 

Property Resource Planning and Land Systems Mapping 

process. Regional assessment of the state's rangelands 

commenced in the mid-1980s with the establishment of the 

Rangelands Study Program. In 1990, this was replaced by a 

state-wide Rangelands Assessment Program (RAP), with more 

than 350 fixed sites established on properties across seven 

main vegetation communities. The aim of the Rangelands 

Assessment Program was to assess the health of the rangelands 

on a regular basis, to use this information to develop 

sustainable rangeland management practices, and to train both 

staff and landholders in vegetation assessment techniques 

(Green et al. 1994). 

In 1998, the Lower Murrumbidgee Lachlan Resource 

Management Committee commissioned an assessment of 

vegetation change at the 37 RAP sites occurring in the western 

Riverina region. This area is roughly mid-way between 

Sydney and Adelaide on a stretch of country known as the Hay 

Plain or the Riverine Plain. The specific study area was 

bounded by Hay in the north and Deniliquin in the south. 

The aim ofthe analysis was to report on any vegetation change 

since the early 1990s to provide management information for 

incorporation into Land and Water Management Plans. This 

article documents the major changes in pasture biomass, shrub 

density and frequency of the perennial grass Danthonia 

caespitosa on the 37 sites between 1990 and 1997. 
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Methodology 

Data collection 

Each site (approximately 300 m by 300 m) was divided into 

four evenly spaced 300 m long transects along which all 

measurements were made. Densities of all ground-storey 

shrubs and canegrass, a large tussock grass (Table I), were 

measured along four 1 m wide by 300 m long transects. All 

sites were treeless. Thirteen 0.5 m2 quadrats were placed along 

each of the four transects, resulting in a total of 52 quadrats 

per site. Within each quadrat, measurements were made, 

according to protocols described in Green et al. (1994), of 

species composition (using the dry weight rank technique) 

and biomass (using the comparative yield technique) of all 

vascular plants (but excluding those species listed in Table 

I). Soil surface condition and bare ground were also assessed 

in each quadrat. 

Data from each site were collected annually, generally in 

autumn, by officers of the Department of Land and Water 

Conservation. Landholders provided infonnation on rainfall 

and grazing rates over the period between observations, and 

sometimes accompanied officers during data collection . 

Stocking rate figures obtained from the landholders were based 

on an average for the paddock since the previous recording 

period. After the data were collected, landholders were given 

report sheets summarising the information collected at each 

site - such as the biomass and frequency of individual species, 

shrub density and soil surface condition. 

Data analysis 

analyses, or lumping some species together where there was 

a risk that they were not adequately identified during field 

collection. 

Trends in various vegetation and soil attributes (e.g. biomass 

and bare ground) were examined using simple graphs. Trends 

in shrub density over time, and frequency of the perennial 

grass Danthonia caespitosa over time were examined using 

frequency plots which showed the amount of average annual 

change. This allowed comparison of sites which did not all 

commence at the same time, and is a useful technique for 

accounting for different time intervals between subsequent 

visits (Duckett 1998). 

Results 

Ground-storey floristics 

Between 1990 and 1997, 276 di fferent species were recorded 

across the 37 sites, with about 15% found at any site at any 

one time. Seventeen of the 37 sites had shrub densities 

exceeding 3,000 per ha and these are referred to as "shrub" 

sites (Photo I). The remaining 20 sites comprised a mixture 

of perennial and annual grasses, forbs, and low densities of 

shrubs « 3,000 per ha). These sites were called "grass" sites 

(Photo 2). 

For each species found in the quadrats (excluding those 

indicated in Table I), data were expressed as a frequency -

i.e. the percentage of quadrats in which a particular species 

occurred at a given time period. A data matrix comprising 

the frequency of each species found at each time period across 

all 37 sites was produced. Not all sites had seven years of 

data, as some were set up after 1990 and some were tenninated 

before 1997. This matrix was reduced to one containing about 
150 species, by a combination of culling rare or infrequent Photo I. A shrub site dominated by bladder saltbush (Atriplex 

species which were likely to occur as outliers in statistical vesicaria) and scattered poverty bushes and forbs . 

Table I. Species for which density was assessed. Desirability is a subjective assessment based on palatability and weediness. 

Perennial shrub Form "Desirability" 

Common name Scientific name 

bladder saltbush Atriplex vesicaria small shrub high 

old man saltbush Atriplex nummularia medium shrub high 

nitre goosefoot Chenopodium nitrariaceum medium shrub moderate 

berry saltbush Enchy laena tomentosa small shrub moderate 

African boxthorn Lycium ferocissimum medium shrub undesirable 

black bluebush Maireana pyramidata medium shrub moderate 

cottonbush Maireana aphylla small shrub moderate 

lignum Muehlenbeckia jlorulenta large shrub low 

dillonbush Nitraria billardieri large shrub undesirable 

thorny saltbush Rhagodia spinescens small shrub moderate 

glasswort Sclerostegia tenuis small shrub low 

canegrass Eragrostis australasica tussock grass low 
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Photo 2. Extensive plains of white-top grass (Danthonia 

caespitosa) south of Hay in May 1994. 

Ground-storey biomass 

Averaged across all sites and times, there was a gradual, but 

marked, decline in biomass from about two tonnes per ha in 

1990 to one tonne per ha in 1997 (Figure I) . The greatest 

variability in biomass occurred in 1993 after the high summer 

rainfall in late 1992, with biomass levels ranging from 0.2 to 

4.5 tonnes per ha. Whilst some of these biomass figures may 

seem high, biomass of perennial grasses and forbs can often 

exceed three tonnes per ha in good seasons. 
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Figure 1. Biomass (kg per ha) recorded for all sites and times. 

Data for three properties were available for 1998. The line 

of bestfit is indicated. 

The regional decline in biomass was attributed to a decline in 

rainfall rather than any effect of stocking rate per se, as the 

data suggested that biomass was independent of stocking rate 

(Figure 2). 
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(Dry Sheep Equivalents. DSE per ha) . 

Ground Cover 

The proportion of bare ground increased, i.e. ground cover 

decreased, in response to declining rainfall and biomass from 

1990 to 1997 (Figure 3). Averaged over all sites and times, 

mean bare ground was close to zero in 1990, and increased to 

about 30% in 1997. Generally, variability in the percentage 

of bare ground was least between 1990 and.l993 when pasture 

cover was generally uniformly high due to above-average 

rainfall. 
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times. 
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Stocking rates 

Average stocking rates, calculated from landholder paddock 

records, varied markedly across sites and times, and ranged 

from 0.3 - 2.0 dry sheep equivalents (DSE) per ha between 

1990 and 1992, to 0.3 - 1.5 DSE per ha from 1994 onwards 

(Figure 4). Overall, there was a general decline in stocking 

rates from a mean of about 0.95 DSE per ha in 1990, to 0.65 

DSE per ha in 1997 in response to lower rainfall and reduced 

pasture biomass. 
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Figure 4. Trends in stocking rates (DSE per ha) for all sites 

and times. 

Changes in species abundance over time 

The total number of species (perennials and annuals) found 

at a site was significantly, though weakly, correlated with the 

amount of rain falling in the three months prior to data 

collection (Eldridge and Stafford 1999). 

Changes in shrub density over time 

Across all sites and times, the density of shrubs ranged from 

zero on some properties to approximately 16,000 shrubs per 

ha on others (Figure 5). There are two distinct regions on 

Figure 5; one where shrub densities at sites and times exceeded 

3,000 shrubs per ha, and another where densities were less 

than 3,000 shrubs per ha. 

Figure 5 does not indicate whether shrub densities changed at 

individual sites, nor the composition of the shrub populations 

- i.e. whether they comprised desirable or undesirable species 

(as defined in Table I). To understand more about change in 

shrub populations, it was necessary to examine changes in 

shrub numbers at individual sites which originally supported 

shrubs. 
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Figure 5. Shrub density (shrubs per ha) for all sites and times. 

Change was plotted against the density of the original 1990 

popUlation because the size of the original population is 

relevant to any conclusions about the degree of change at 

individual sites (Figure 6). For example, a large change in 

shrub density at a site which originally had few shrubs might 

suggest different processes than a large change at a site where 

the original population was high. Figure 6 includes the 19 

sites where shrub measurements commenced in 1990 and one 

site which commenced in 1991, but not the five sites 

established after 1991. 

Again two groupings are obvious; sites where the original 

shrub population was greater than 3,000 shrubs per ha (shrub 

sites) and those where the original population was less than 

3,000 per ha (grass sites; Figure 6). 

How much change in shrub density should be regarded as a 

significant change? There is no single answer to this. 

Generally, an arbitrary threshold is used based on experience 

in that particular environment. For example, Duckett (1996, 

1998) defined a significant change as twice the average annual 

change for the total population. Others have used long-term 

data on the population dynamics of shrubs to arrive at an 

estimate of what change is significant (Watson 1999). In the 

absence of precise data on shrub recruitment and survival, an 

annual change of 5% was used in this study as the threshold 

level above which change was deemed to be significant. That 

is, if densi ty changed by more than 5% per annum, then change 

was regarded as significant. 

At first glance, sites A and B (Figure 6) appear to have 

improved compared with their original status in 1990 as their 

percentage increase in density exceeded 40% over the eight 

years. 

For those sites where shrub density was low (i.e. the grass 

sites), even moderate increase or decrease in shrub density 

was considered insignificant in relation to the small size of 

the original population. Therefore, no further analysis was 

made of these sites: 
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horizontal dotted lines at + 40% and -40% represent a change 

(increase or decrease) of 5% per year. Data include only the 

20 sites established in 1990 and 1991. 

One of the problems with this type of analysis is that it tells 

us nothing about change in the composition of sites, i.e. the 

make-up of desirable and undesirable shrubs. To learn more 

about change in site composition, I plotted change in density 

of desirable and undesirable shrubs at the 12 sites where shrub 

density exceeded 3,000 shrubs per ha (Figure 7). Of the shrubs 

monitored in the western Riverina (Table 1), only Nitraria 

and Lycium are regarded as generally undesirable, whilst 

Sclerostegia and Eragrostis are regarded as neither desirable 

or undesirable. 

The results of change in shrub density for the 12 sites indicated 

that: 

• five had improved (A, B and the three sites to the left 

hand side of the vertical line through zero), 

• six remained unchanged (sites near the origin), and 

• only one had declined in health (site C; Figure 7; Table 

2). 

Overall then, the shrub sites examined in this region could be 

regarded as being relatively stable despite the generally low 

rainfall experienced over the period. 

Change in frequency ofDanthonia caespitosa over 

time 

Like the shrub density data, the initial frequency of Danthonia 

was plotted against the mean change in frequency for each of 

the 31 sites supporting Danthonia (Figure 8). The X axis 

shows the initial frequency and the Y axis the average annual 

change (i.e. total change in frequency divided by the number 

of intervening years) . Although this is an average annual 

figure, it is recognised that change may be large in some years 

and small in others . 
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in undesirable shrubs. Four sites at the origin are obscured 

by other sites. 

Figure 8 shows that there was a large amount of fluctuation 

over time. Sites in the top left-hand quadrant had low initial 

frequencies that increased markedly while sites ringed by the 

ellipse in the bottom right-hand quadrant had a high initial 

frequency which had reduced markedly by 1997. 
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per year. The dashed vertical line separates sites with initial 

frequency greater than or less than 50%. 

As with shrub density, the difficulty with this simple analysis 

is to determine whether change is significant in an ecological 

sense. If the annual change in frequency is set at an arbitrary 

10% per year, then ten sites are deemed to have changed 
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Table 2. Summary of changes in density within the 12 sites supporting more than 3,000 shrubs per ha in 1990. 

Site No. Density of shrubs Assessment of health 

desirables 

A increased 

B increased 

D unchanged 

E unchanged 

F unchanged 

G unchanged 

H unchanged 

I unchanged 

1 unchanged 

K unchanged 

L unchanged 

C unchanged 

' significantly' . On the basis of this analysis, 21 sites (68%) 

in the western Riverina could be regarded as static, two sites 

(6%) as improving and eight sites (26%) as declining, although 

half of those declining had low initial frequencies of 

Danthonia caespitosa. This exploratory analysis assumes a 

threshold of 10% change per year. Had the arbitrary threshold 

been 20% per year, then only two sites would have shown a 

significant decline in frequency (Figure 8). 

Short-term changes in pastures: grazing or 
climate? 

One of the most frequently asked question is how to separate 

the effects of grazing from seasonal effects. This study used 

simple graphical procedures to examine changes over time at 

a range of sites. Future multivariate analysis of all the 
Rangelands Assessment Program data aims to separate 

climate-induced change from change which can be attributed 

to management. 

Change in ground-storey vegetation such as frequency of 

grasses and forbs is typically driven by climate (generally 

rainfall) . An examination of rainfall records for Hay and 
Deniliquin, towns near the 37 Rangelands Assessment 

Program sites examined, indicated two trends; 

i) a marked decline in rainfall over the period of 

observations, and 

ii) marked differences in rainfall distribution. During the 

periods 1990-1991 and 1995-1997 rainfall was mainly 

winter-dominant, while rainfall from 1992 to 1994 was 

mainly summer-dominant. 

Consequently, a major factor in these analyses has been the 

overriding influence of rainfall. The marked regional decline 

in biomass from a mean of two tonnes per ha in 1990 to one 
tonne per ha in 1997 (Figure 1) was predominantly rainfall 

driven, and biomass appeared to be independent of stocking 

rate (Figure 2). The decline in pasture availability was probably 

responsible for the general regional decline in stocking rates 

from about 0.9 to 0.6 DSE per ha (Figure 4). Accompanied by 

a decrease in biomass was an increase in bare ground to about 
30% in 1997 (Figure 3) as pasture cover declined and the soil 

surface became exposed to wind and water. 

Perennial grasses remained relatively stable over the eight-
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undesirables 

unchanged improved 

unchanged improved 

declined improved 

declined improved 

declined improved 

unchanged unchanged 

unchanged unchanged 

unchanged unchanged 

unchanged unchanged 

unchanged unchanged 

unchanged unchanged 

increased declined 

year period, increasing or remaining unchanged at 75% of 

the 31 sites examined (Table 2). Although frequency gives 

us few insights into the population structure of the community, 

it is nevertheless a crude indicator of the extent to which 

Danthonia changed over time. 

Medium- to long-term changes in shrub health 

The results indicate that, in general, the density of desirable 

perennial shrubs (Atrip/ex vesicaria, Maireana spp.) was stable 

or increased over the eight-year period. Only one of the 12 

sites showed a measured decline in health due to a significant 

increase in undesirable shrubs, although desirable shrubs 

remained unchanged (Table 2). Another five sites improved 
in condition through an increase in the density of desirable 

shrubs coupled with a decline in density of undesirables (Table 

2). Overall, shrub density in the region could be regarded as 

relatively stable despite the generally low rainfall received 

between 1990 and 1997. 

Further, it could be argued that current management strategies 

have not adversely impacted upon shrub densities, at least at 

the sites under study, and particularly given the below average 

rainfall experienced in the region. Further examination of 

the site showing an increase in Nitraria billardieri density 

may reveal the underlying reasons for the increased density 

of undesirables. 
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11TH BIENNIAL ARS 

CENTENARY SYMPOSIUM 

Sarah Nicolson, Middleback Station, PO Box 555, Whyalla SA 

5600 

Venue: Broken HiII- Dates: 21-24 August 2000 

Plans and organization for the Centenary Symposium are 

progressing well. The deadline has just passed for the 

submission of abstracts, although if someone still has an 

abstract they would like to be considered (especially as a 

Poster), please contact us and we will see what we can do! 

Note that the Earlybird Registration cut off date is 28 April 

2000, so I would encourage everyone to get their registration 

forms to me as soon as possible to take advantage of this 

cheaper rate. 

The Australian Rangeland Society is offering land managers 

a 50% discount in conference registration fees. The discount 

will be available to the first 20 land managers to register, 

subject to the approval of the Society Council, making their 

registration cost $185. 

The registration form is available from Sarah Nicolson, 

lntercomm Event Coordination (see contact information 

below). The form is also available from NSW Agriculture and 

Department of Land and Water Conservation offices in Broken 

Hill. 

The conference program will be structured around the dominant 

issues facing landholders and governments involved in the use 

and administration of rangeland resources since 1860 through 

to the new millennium. A wide range of topics covering major 

biophysical, socio-economic and political issues will be 

canvassed at the conference. 

During the conference there is a choice of mid conference 

tours. The tours feature some of the issues oflandmanagement 

in the Broken Hill district, including rangeland and native 

animal research at Fowlers Gap field station. Other tours 

feature traditional ownership and management programs at 

Mutawintji National Park, and alternative sheep enterprises 

and irrigated horticulture in the Menindee district. 

Please contact me if you would like further information: 

Sarah Nicolson, Ph (08) 8645 0199, Fax (08) 8644 1775 

Email: nicolson@wI30.aone.net.au 

PERCEPTIONS OF THE · 

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 

Survey Results 

Manda Page, Dept. Natural & Rural Systems Management, 

University of Queensland, Gatton College, Gatton QLD 4345 

This is a summary of a report written by the following students 

from the School of Natural and Rural Systems Management; 

Alice Beer, Katherine Brennan, Michael Hamilton, Dan Huie, 

Sherry Jackson, Sally Ollerenshaw, Kylie Stower, Anika 

Tauchmann, Leanne Thompson, Camellia Tibbet and Peta 

Trace. Mr Marc Hockings supervised the project. 

Introduction 

The Australian Rangeland Society (ARS) was established in 

1974. Its main role is to provide a communication link 

between all stakeholders involved in the rangelands (ARS 

1999). Furthermore, the Articles of Memorandum for the 

ARS list the following objectives: 

• to promote the advancement of the science and art of using 

Australia's rangeland resources for all purposes 

commensurate with their continued productivity and 

stability; 

• to encourage and develop an awareness for the need to 

conserve the inherent resources of Australia's rangeland 

areas; 

• to encourage and reward the study of rangeland science 

and improved rangeland management; 

• to provide a means for the interchange of ideas and 

information amongst Society members and with those of 

allied disciplines concerned with rangelands; 

• to hold periodical meetings of Society members in different 

parts of Australia; and 

• to publish a journal for distribution among Society members 

and other interested persons and bodies. 

Following concerns raised about fluctuating membership 

numbers, the Queensland Council of the ARS initiated this 

membership survey in 1998. It was hoped that an understanding 

of membership expectations and values would assist in 

providing a valuable service and hence, improve membership. 

Final year students completing a Bachelor of Applied Science 

(Natural Systems and Wildlife Management) at the University 

of Queensland, Gatton College, were given this task as part of 

their assessment. This is a summary of their project which 

reports a survey of the ARS members and past members. The 

aim of this survey was primarily to identifY any issues relating 

to theARS and suggest strategies to assist the ARS in providing 

for the needs of its members. 

A number of factors may have caused the recent fluctuations 

in membership: 

• declining financial status of members due to factors such 

as droughts, national economics and poor commodity 

prices; 

• changing perspectives and attitudes of members due to 

factors such as education, upbringing, family culture and 

experiences which can all affect an individual's world 

view; and/or 

• the ARS is not catering for members' needs. 
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Survey Objectives 

1. To determine the effectiveness of communication methods 

employed by the ARS. 

2. To determine what factors influence the membership of 

the ARS. This includes membership expectations and 

satisfaction with the services provided by the ARS, 

economic factors and the public's perception ofthe Society. 

Stakeholders 

It was deemed important to identify the main stakeholders in 

the rangelands to determine (1) how well the ARS services 

different groups and (2) stakeholders' opinions of the ARS. 

The stakeholders identified were: 

Pastoralists: A significant proportion of the stakeholders in 

the rangelands are pastoralists. They see their role not only as 

producers but also as custodians of the rangelands, capable of 

making the pivotal decisions towards sustainable management 

(ARS 1995). Pastoralists are reliant on the rangelands for 

survival; grazing is their livelihood. They are involved in the 

management of rangelands specifically foreconomic purposes, 

production offood and financial gain (ARS 1995). 

Conservationists and animal welfare: This group has increased 

rapidly over recent years with the emergence of environmental 

consciousness. Rather than a monetary goal, they are primarily 

concerned with the preservation of habitat types to ensure the 

survival and diversity offauna and flora (Morton 1993). 

Tourism and recreation: This group is concerned with the 

issue of rights and freedom of access to the resources of the 

rangelands. Tourist operators rely on economic returns from 

marketing and promotional activities to ensure continuation of 

their businesses. There are highly divergent value orientations 

not only within the separate recreational groups but also 

between other users of the rangelands, for example kangaroo 

hunters and bird watchers (Wills 1997). 

Indigenous Australians: The Aboriginal people have occupied 

and managed the land for at least 40,000 years. They have a 

strong set of cultural and spiritual beliefs with the land 

culminating in a strong sense of custodianship. Presently, they 

are involved in co-management of some areas within the 

rangelands, but would like to see this practice continued and 

extended (A. Ross, Lecturer in Cultural Heritage Management, 

UQG,pers. comm. 1998). 

Government: Government is responsible for the administration 

of land tenure, regulation of land use, conservation, research 

and extension activities. They provide support in the form of 

services, subsidies, grants, funding and staff to assist the 

graziers manage the land. They act as a trustee to ensure 

conservation principles are met (Spann 1979). Scientists 

employed by the government are concerned with gaining 

knowledge about the biological processes underlying rangeland 

dynamics and production. They aim to provide communities 

and the wider world with the best knowledge available to help 

managers improve their management skills, thereby conserving 

the rangelands (MacLeod and Taylor 1994). 
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General public: This group includes the people who reside in 

the towns within the rangelands. Their livelihood is centred on 

the shops and services provided in the central business district. 

They are primarily concerned with town prosperity. If the 

rangeland industries are experiencing tough times, a population 

decline may occur and this affects the local businesses (ARS 

1995). 

National Parks: The main concern of National Parks is to 

conserve native flora and fauna. Friction has escalated between 

National Parks and graziers bordering the national parks, 

probably as a result of the depletion of production resources 

due to large populations of pest animals that breed within some 

parks. To resolve this conflict, these two stakeholder groups 

are working towards joint management of this particular issue 

(T. Vollbon,pers. comm. 1999). 

Rural groups and associations: The Australian Rangeland 

Society, Landcare and Soil Conservation Boards are examples 

of rural groups. Their main interest is to facilitate education, 

and encourage the exchange of ideas and information amongst 

everyone with rangeland interests. Their goal is better land 

management to ensure the long-term maintenance of the 

rangeland resources (M. Page, ARS Honorary Treasurer,pers. 

comm. 1999). 

Financial institutions: Banks and building societies have an 

indirect involvement with management of the rangelands. 

They provide financial assistance to the pastoralists in the 

form of loans, for example through the Rural Adjustment 

Scheme and Authority. Their prime concern is the viability of 

their clients - placing pressure on graziers to maintain 

production levels so loan repayments can be met (ANZECC et 

al. 1996). 

Industry groups: These groups, such as the kangaroo industry, 

are primarily concerned with achieving economic gain through 

the management of nati ve and feral flora and fauna. Conserving 

and using these resources in a sustainable manner becomes an 

important aspect in the future viability of the companies. For 

the majority of the time, these groups are directly involved 

with graziers. However, the wider community can be indirectly 

influenced through the industry's actions (ARS 1999). 

Methods 

A survey was designed and conducted to collect information 

on the attributes and opinions of current and past members of 

the ARS. The survey investigated four main topics and 

included specific questions for non-members, past members 

and current members. These were: 

I. membership expectations of, and opinions about, the ARS; 

2. issues relating to the rangelands and their management; 

3. satisfaction with the services provided by the ARS; and 

4. collection of relevant membership demographics. 

The mail-out target group was selected using a stratified 

sampling technique to ensure an even representation of 

stakeholders from the ARS. Selection was based upon: 



• Interest . 

- farm consultant, teaching, business, research, 

extension, administration, environmental, other; 

• period of membership (years); 

• membership status 

- past member, current member; or non-member (never 

been an ARS member); and 

• location of residence. 

A total of700 surveys were sent to current, previous and non

mef'1bers. 

Within four weeks of mailing the surveys, 297 of the 700 

surveys were returned giving a 42% response rate. Table I 

displays the percentage of surveys returned from each state 

and territory. Of the 297 surveys returned, 36 were non

members, 210 were current members and 51 were previous 

members. 

Table I. Percentage of surveys returned from each state and 

territory. 

State Total mailed Number Percentage 

out returned returned (%) 

QLD 160 67 42 

NSW 203 95 47 

SA 112 46 41 

WA 119 41 34 

NT 76 35 46 

VIC 26 10 38 

TAS 4 3 75 

Total 700 297 42.4 

Results 

Membership 

Of the non-members, 81 % were aware of the Australian 

Rangeland Society. However, 72% felt that it would not 

benefit them to become members. Reasons for this included: 

• no longer involved in the rangeland field through either job 

change or retirement; 

• already in a number of other societies; 

• have access to the ARS through their employer; 

• lack of information on what it can offer; 

• lack of time; and 

• it appears to be excessively green and/or too scientific for 

practical application. 

There was a noticeable difference between previous and 

current membership in the time spent as a member (Figure I). 

The majority of people are members for 0-5 years. However, 

a higher proportion of previous members were only in the 

Society for this period compared with current members. 

Fewer people are members for longer periods of time. 

There was a similarity in the reasons for joining the ARS 

between previous and current members. The main reasons for 

joining were job related, for knowledge, and out of interest. 

Current members gave the main reason for joining as being 

interest rather than work related while there was some 
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Figure 2. Reasons why previous members ceased their 

membership. 
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Table 2. Year people ceased membership versus reason ceased. 

Year ceased ARS related Changed job Finances Changed/lost Miscellaneous Total 

1985 1 0 

1990 2 3 

1991 0 0 

1992 0 0 

1993 1 1 

1994 2 1 

1995 0 3 

1996 1 4 

1997 1 2 

1998 2 3 

1999 0 0 

Total 10 17 

Percent (%) 20 34 

suggestion that previous members joined for more job-focussed 

reasons. 

Table 2 highlights a pattern as to when past members left the 

ARS. 1990, 1996 and 1998 were significant years for' 

membership ceasing. Before this, 1985 was the only year 

recorded that experienced a decline. 

The majority of people (34%) ceased membership because 

they changed their job (Figure 2). This was followed by 

reasons related to the ARS (for example the Society not 

fulfilling their expectations), miscellaneous, financial 

constraints and lost interest. 

Of the suggestions put forward by previous members to the 

ARS regarding what could induce them to rejoin, the majority 

(63%) implied that nothing could be done. Others suggested 

that the Society could broaden its issue focus. 

Table 3 compares the percentage of professions that make up 

both past and present membership. It shows that the majority 

of current members work for the government or are graziers, 

followed by scientists/researchers and consultants. Employees 

of management agencies such as Landcare and Greening 

Australia, educators and a miscellaneous category (tradesmen) 

make up a small minority of current members. 

Table 3. Percentage of professions of previous and current 

members. 

Occupation % of Previous % of Current 

Members Members 

Education 5 5 

Consultants 5 11 

Management agencies 2 8 

Graziers 42 27 

Scientists/research 9 15 

Government 18 28 

Miscellaneous 18 7 
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Similar to the composition of current members, the majority of 

past members were graziers. However, they were more of a 

significant group in the past (50% of sample of past members). 

Government and miscellaneous occupations were the next 

most numerous groups followed by scientists, educators, 

consultants and employees of management agencies making 

up a small minority. 

Table 4 shows the occupation of current and previous members 

compared to their length of membership. It highlights overall 

that there has been a shift in the population of members 

according to occupation. There has also been a shift in time 

spent as a member. 

Long-term current members (more than six years) tend to be 

from consultant, grazier, government or research groups. 

However, more short-term current members (less than six 

years membership) come from universities, management 

agencies and miscellaneous groups. Amongst previous 

members, there is a strong suggestion that management 

agencies, government and miscellaneous membership were 

short term. Graziers were more evenly balanced between 

short and long-term membership whilst consultants, educators 

and researchers who have left the ARS were mostly long-term 

members. 

There may be three broad types of members. Firstly, those 

who join the ARS for work related reasons and are in professions 

where they are likely to change roles relatively frequently 

(mostly management agency, government and miscellaneous 

groups). The normal pattern for this group would be short

term membership and they would be likely to leave the ARS 

regardless of the benefits provided. 

A second group of members are people with a more stable 

work orientation who are likely to stay members for the 10ng

term if the ARS meets their needs. There is evidence that a 

relatively large group, dominated by researchers, consultants, 

graziers and university educators, who were long-term 

members, have now left the ARS. This suggests they have 

become dissatisfied with the benefits provided through 

membership. 



Table 4a. Length of membership (years) for different occupations of present members. Note that values are a percentage of people 
in each occupation. 

Occupation 0-5 6- 10 11-20 21-30 

Consultants 11.1 29.6 33.3 25.9 

University affiliated 50.0 33.0 8.3 8.3 

Graziers 38.5 21.5 26.2 13.8 

Government 26.1 30.4 29.0 14.5 

Management agencies 47.4 26.3 10.5 15.8 

Miscellaneous 56.3 25.0 18.8 0.0 

Science/research 18.9 32.4 24.3 24.3 

Table 4b: Length of membership (years) for different occupations of past members. Note that values are a percentage of people 

in each occupation. 

Occupation 0-5 6-10 11- 20 21-30 

Consultants 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 

University affiliated 33.3 0.0 33.3 33.3 

Graziers 56.5 13.0 17.4 13.0 

Government 60.0 30.0 10.0 0.0 

Management agencies 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Miscellaneous 77.8 22.2 0.0 0.0 

Science/research 40.0 40.0 20.0 0.0 

Table 5. Utilisation of services (in percent) by previous members of the ARS and whether these services met their needs. 

Service Utilised Met needs Didn't meet needs Sometimes met needs 

Newsletter 94.3 61.5 15.5 23 

Journal 94.3 60 10 30 

Conference 49 61.5 15.5 23 

Networking 39.6 52.4 14.3 33.3 

Table 6. Percentage of current members involvement with, and opinion on the usefulness of,. services provided by the ARS. 

Service Involved with service Service is valuable 

(%) (%) 

Newsletter 8 46 

Journal 5 43 

Conference 7 18 

Networking 5 15 

Other I 0 

The third group is characteristic of many societies; members 

from across all professions who join, regardless of the relevance 

of the ARS. Often they find that the ARS does not meet their 

needs and will leave soon after joining. 

Services 

To determine the effectiveness ofthe services provided by the 

ARS, the value that previous and current ARS members place 

on these services was examined. Table 5 highlights the 

opinions of past members regarding the value of ARS services. 

The journal and the newsletter were the most used services 

with almost all respondents using these products. Less than 

half ofthe respondents attended ARS conferences or used the 

ARS for networking. Of the respondents that used the various 

services, more than half considered that the services provided 

met their needs all of the time. 

Both involved and feel Neither involved or feel that 

service is valuable (%) the service is valuable (%) 

35 11 

30 22 

38 38 

23 57 

3 95 

Opinion was divided over the value of conferences and the 

newsletter, with both categories recording the highest levels of 

both satisfaction and dissatisfaction (proportional differences 

in levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction of all items were 

slight). However, in general, it is likely that failure of these 

services to meet the needs of members is not the primary 

reason why people leave the Society with only 10-15% of 

respondents indicating that the services never met their needs. 

Current members' opinions of services provided by the ARS 

are summarised in Table 6. They find the newsletter, then the 

journal, to be the most valuable services. 

A small percentage of current members indicated they were 

involved in ARS services. Conferences had the greatest level 

of involvement by present members and these people also 

thought this service was of value. Smaller proportions of 

members were involved with the newsletter or the journal. 
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Table 7. Percent of current ARS members who made either 

positive ornegative comments about the journal and newsletter. 

Comment Newsletter (%) Journal (%) 
Good 52 46 

Informative/useful 14 6 
Miscellaneous positive 9 10 

comments 

Too technical 4 10 
Not practical/applicable 5 7 
Miscellaneous negative 16 21 

comments 

More than half of the current members were neither involved 

with networking nor thought it valuable. 

Of current members, over half provided positive comments 

about the newsletter while one quarter had various negative 

comments. Technicality and the lack of practicality and 

applicability were the main reasons people were dissatisfied 

with the newsletter (see Table 7). 

Thirty eight percent of current members supplied negative 

comments about the journal, with nearly 17% feeling that it 

was too technical, and not practical or applicable. Forty six 

percent provided positive comments but only 6% stated it was 

useful or informative. 

Other comments regarding current members' dissatisfaction 

with the journal included: 

• lack of themes (5%); 

• the need for an international focus (2%); 

• lack of articles and input from producers (2%); 

• too biased (2%); and 

• low diversity of articles (3%). 

Current members made several suggestions about how the 

ARS could improve its current services and introduce new 

ones. Members would like to see the ARS broaden the issue 

focus of their services, increase their level of activity and take 

on a national focus. 

Other comment s included: 

• improving communication between groups (10%); 

• supplying internet services (5%); 

• increasing input from all interest groups (4%); and 

• increasing the ARS's media profile (4%). 

Discussion 

Membership 

The main function of the ARS is to provide a communication 

link between all stakeholders in the rangelands. In our 

stakeholder analysis, we identified the following stakeholders; 

pastoralists, conservation and animal welfare groups, tourism 

and recreation, indigenous Australians, Government, National 

Parks, rural groups and associations, industry groups, financial 

institutions, and the general public. Respondents to the mail

out survey highlighted only the following occupations as 

being represented in the ARS membership: education 

(university), consultants, management agencies, graziers, 
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scientists/research, government and a few miscellaneous 

positions. There is obviously a range of stakeholders that are 

not represented within the ARS. Whether the recipients that 

did not reply represented the other stakeholder groups was not 

followed up within this project. Good communication linkage 

is not possible until all parties have representation and 

contribute. 

Non-members that replied to the survey were aware that the 

ARS existed, however several mentioned that they were 

unclear about what the ARS could offer. Other reasons why 

non-members had not joined included: they lacked the time, 

were already in a number of societies or they could get access 

to the ARS through their employer. If the main reason that 

these people have not joined the ARS is due to its low profile, 

then it is important that the ARS increase its public image. 

Targeted advertisements, either over the radio or in local 

newspapers, will help raise awareness. Through this technique, 

the ARS would also be able to emphasise the unique position 

that it holds, and the specific benefits to be gained from 

membership. 

Government employees and graziers dominate the current 

ARS membership (at 28% and 27% of total membership 

respectively). The concerns that we have raised entail who 

contributes to the services provided by the ARS, and how does 

this affect the issue focus. A society relies on members for 

survival; therefore, it may be tempting to cater for the needs of 

the largest group within the membership. This mentality can 

impinge on the current aim of the ARS, whilst membership of 

all groups could decline due to service dissatisfaction. Income 

through membership fees will always be an important aspect 

of any society, but finding a solution for membership 

fluctuations by this method is not a viable option. 

Instead, the ARS should clearly define how its role is unique 

and how this distinguishes it from other societies. Often 

through this definition, improvements to issue focus , 

membership representation and public awareness will become 

obvious. 

The longest memberships are held by consultants, closely 

followed by scientists and researchers. Graziers are more 

evenly balanced between short and long term membership. 

Societal loyalty is important. However, the question remains: 

should the focus of the Society be on keeping current members 

or finding new ones, thereby maintaining the membership 

quota while bringing different ideas and new perspectives into 

the ARS. 

An interesting result was that all of the previous members from 

management agencies had been in the Society less than five 

years. This high turnover might indicate that employees in 

management agencies change jobs frequently . If Society 

membership is: not relevant to their new job, they are likely to 

leave. The ARS needs to understand and allow for fluctuations 

due to job change. It suggests the need for continual recruitment 

and promotion of the Society amongst this sector. 

Members have left from all sectors of the ARS membership, 

with the majority of previous members leaving in 1990, 1996 

and 1998. The majority of members that left the ARS 



indicated they had changed jobs. In their new position, these 

employees often no longer dealt with rangeland issues or 

management. In this situation, the ARS should focus on 

signing up the new employee dealing with the rangelands 

rather than trying to keep the leaving member. 

Previous members also stated reasons why ARS services did 

not fulfil their expectations. The Society could work on 

improving areas of dissatisfaction, which includes broadening 

its issue focus, conducting workshops at local and regional 

levels and developing internet and e-mail facilities for members. 

Not only would this encourage past members to rejoin, but 

could encourage present members to renew their membership. 

Financial constraints also played a role in membership decline. 

Membership costs have increased over the years (M. Page, 

ARS Honorary Treasurer, pers. comm. 1999), however there 

does not seem to be any correlation between when costs 

increased and subsequent membership renewal. This indicates 

that rising membership costs do not appear to be a problem. 

When finances are strained, graziers and other land managers 

may discontinue their membership, however when property 

income again increases, they will renew their membership. 

The ARS could consider either reducing membership costs 

during these periods or offering a lower membership package. 

This new package could include members receiving loose-leaf 

articles that interest them. Through this method, members 

could maintain their interest during industry downturns, and 

would be more likely to again become full members when 

circumstances improved. 

Changed, or lost, interest was the least nominated reason why 

people ceased membership. However, it is just as important 

because it suggests that topics of little interest and relevance 

are covered by the Society. The ARS needs to become an 

organisation that is interesting and where members are 

enthusiastic about being involved in activities . This could 

mean increasing its activity level, increasing awareness and 

placing greater focus on current issues and themes. 

Services 

There are four methods in which the ARS communicates with 

its members: the newsletter that is published three times a 

year, the journal (only to members that subscribe), conferences, 

and networking. 

Members identified three main improvements that the ARS 

could make to their services, as well as a variety of other 

miscellaneous comments. The three main improvements 

incorporate broadening the focus of issues, increasing activity 

and taking a national and international focus . Respondents 

were interested in discovering how people in different areas of 

the rangelands are managing their problems. Increasing the 

national focus may require that the ARS broadens its issue 

focus, while increasing the number and types of activities that 

the ARS provides may allow it to attract more members. 

Those respondents wanting a national focus of the ARS may 

believe that management of Australia's rangelands as a whole 

is more important than investigating and using the rangelands 

in smaller parcels. 

Less than half of previous members utilised the conferences 

and networking provisions of the Society. More than half of 

past members were satisfied with these services. Considering 

that such a large percentage of respondents felt that the 

services met their needs, the quality of these service was not 

a reason for people ceasing membership. There may have 

been individual examples of this being the case, but as a whole 

there were only 10-15% of past members who were not 

pleased with the services. 

Only a small proportion of current members felt that conferences 

and networking were valuable with a much larger number 

stating that they were not. The majority of those with a 

negative response had not been involved in the provision of 

services. A low profile ofthe services or difficulty in accessing 

them may have been reasons for this response. Another reason 

may be that respondents required improvements before 

conferences become valuable to them. 

Continued discussion articles (in the journal or newsletter) 

could be used to improve networking opportunities. Members 

who are not interested in networking would at least benefit by 

being able to read the articles. Communication channels 

would improve between stakeholder groups, which is one of 

the original objectives of the ARS. The voicing of different 

viewpoints will hopefully create understanding and thereby 

acceptance of the various stakeholder groups in the rangelands. 

Most of the previous members used both the newsletter and 

journal. When joining the ARS, members automatically 

receive the newsletter, however SUbscription to the journal is 

optional. It is not surprising therefore, that most members use 

these publications. Only half of the previous member 

respondents were satisfied with the usefulness of these 

publications. One reason for the dissatisfaction was the 

content of the journal and the newsletter. Many readers found 

both the journal and the newsletter too technical and lacking 

in practicality. 

Previous members that joined for extrinsic (job related) reasons 

may have become dissatisfied with ARS services because of 

lack of detailed information about the services. This group of 

members typically worked in the government or management 

agencies although some were in a miscellaneous grouping. 

The ARS needs to accommodate their needs, as they would be 

different to those who joined for intrinsic reasons. We suggest 

the ARS could keep a detailed database from which this 

membership group could access information. In this manner, 

people employed in these industries would see the value of 

maintaining their membership because of the good information 

source they were able to access. 

In comparison, those who joined for intrinsic reasons, such as 

for personal interest, tended to stay longer in the ARS. People 

employed as educators and researchers typify this membership 

type. The majority of these people have been long-term 

members of the ARS (greater than six years). Their needs 

would not be as focused as those who joined for extrinsic 

purposes, and therefore are more likely to be satisfied with the 

ARS and its services. 
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Current members use the newsletter and the journal the most. 

Approximately half of the respondents thought that both the 

journal and newsletter were good. However, there were 

enough negative comments to indicate that members thought 

there was room to improve these services. The negative 

comments suggest that both publications are eithertoo technical 

or not practical/applicable to at least some respondents. By 

making changes such as increasing the issue focus, members 

may feel that the journal has increased use and applicability in 

better meeting their needs. 

Members were less satisfied with the journal than the newsletter, 

with a small percentage making positive comments and a 

larger number criticising these services. Respondents also 

made a variety of miscellaneous criticisms regarding the 

journal. These included: 

• focus not broad enough, 

• needs an international focus, 

• lacks articles and input from producers, 

• needs to have themes, and 

• journal articles are too biased. 

When comparing the number of positive and negative 

comments given by various groups, graziers gave the greatest 

percentage of criticisms. Graziers therefore appear to be least 

satisfied with the journal. Technicality and lack of practicality 

were the most frequently stated reasons (smaller percentages 

of this criticism were recorded for non-graziers). The ARS 

needs, to make their journal more applicable to graziers, by 

incorporating more articles for, and from, producers. 

Almost opposite to the graziers' responses were those from 

scientists, with no respondents thinking the journal too 

technical. Scientists therefore seem satisfied that the journal 

meets their needs. Consultants gave a greater number of 

constructive comments regarding the journal suggesting a 

higher level of satisfaction. Several oftheir comments however 

also commented that publications such as the journal were 

uninformative. 

The ARS could have themes running through its journal, with 

sections allocated to each of the membership groups (even for 

international groups) . Incorporating this would achieve a 

greater diversity of articles from an array of writers, giving 

many of the issues a new perspective. This may reduce 

perceived bias in the journal, as well as help to increase the 

type of issues covered. 

Another suggested strategy for scientific papers is to include 

a section indicating how the knowledge presented is practical. 

Preferably, this summary would be in layman terms. This 

should increase the value of the journal to non-scientists. 

These suggested improvements would produce better 

communication services for members in the ARS. Satisfaction 

levels would increase, thereby increasing the prospect of 

members retaining their membership. 

Recommendations 

The respondents to the mail-out survey nominated many of the 

recommendations that we have for the ARS. Implementing 
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these recommendations will help the ARS provide a 

communication channel for all stakeholders in the rangelands. 

Recommendations include: 

1. Clearly define the unique role the ARS holds amongst all 

other rural societies. The majority of rural societies 

provide communication channels between groups in the 

rangelands; therefore, members with subscription to more 

than one society may not see the added benefit of belonging 

to the ARS. It is therefore vital that the ARS carries out a 

function that is needed and unique. This improvement can 

be highlighted in advertisements and be an incentive for 

past or prospective new members to join. 

2. Ensure that all stakeholders in the rangelands are represented 

in the ARS and contribute their viewpoints. We recommend 

that a detailed demographic outline of the current members 

is written. The current database of ARS members is 

difficult to use and often did not provide enough detail. 

Once this is completed, the ARS will be able to identify 

which sectors of the stakeholders can be targeted for a 

subscription campaign. 

3. Fluctuations due to job changes are outside the influence 

of the ARS. Retaining the members that are leaving may 

be difficult, therefore we recommend that the ARS shift 

their focus to enlisting the new employees. Another aspect 

that the Society may wish to investigate is the influence of 

financial constraints on members leaving temporarily . 

4. Changes to the journal publication are recommended. 

Respondents suggested a broadening of the journal's focus, 

and increasing the practicality and decreasing the technical 

content of articles. We suggest that: 

Theme issues are introduced for the journal. Each issue 

should include articles from all (i.e. both Australian and 

international) member groups highlighting their standpoints. 

A summary could be included for articles that states how 

the research is applicable. This summary should be written 

in a manner that non-scientists and people working in the 

various occupational fields are able to comprehend. 

Articles be wri tten in a manner that is easy to comprehend 

and apply. A database of articles should be established that 

outlines their technical aspects. This database should be 

easily accessible to any member of the ARS who wishes to 

discover more on any particular topic. 

5. Increase the opportunity for networking and sharing of 

information at local, regional and international levels. Some 

suggested techniques include more workshops, and 

developing Internet and e-mail facilities . Providing a greater 

range of activities and subsequent advertising will increase 

the general public's awareness of the ARS. 

6. Increase the amount of communication between the various 

stakeholder groups in the rangelands. We suggest that the 

framework set out in the Coastal Zone Strategy be adapted 

for the ARS, and adopted as a guideline for better 

communication. 



7. Restructuring the Society to ensure that the services and 

activities recommended above are possible. We believe 

that the current structure of the Society is not sufficiently 

flexible to encompass any new activities. We do not make 

any recommendations on the extent of this restructuring. 

Several of the recommendations made should both increase 

membership satisfaction and increase the interest from all 

stakeholder sectors. If the ARS is seen to be contributing to the 

resolution of issues in the rangelands, then people involved 

with the rangelands will be interested in subscribing, and 

members will be more eager to participate. 
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RESPONSE FROM COUNCIL 

Perceptions of the Australian 

Rangeland Society 

John Maconochie, ARS Secretary. Dept. Environment, 

Heritage & Aboriginal Affairs, GPO Box 1047, Adelaide SA 

5001 

The Council would like to thank Dr Manda Page and the 

students form the School of Natural and Rural Systems 

Management, University of Queensland, on their report for 

the Society. 

The report highlights many ofthe problems that societies like 

our own face in this ever-changing world. We have reviewed 

the report and will address as many of the issues as we can but 

would like to hear from members with their comments. 

Following the AGM, the Council will be holding a workshop 

to discuss the outcomes ofthe survey and the directions for the 

Society in the new millennium. 

MEET THE NEW COUNCIL 

Andrew Nicolson - President 

In introducing myself to members of the Society, I have an 

admission to make - I am a 2nd generation member of ~he 

Society, with my father being an original member. Twenty 

five years later, here I am! Like most members of the Society, 

whatever their background, I have the rangelands in my blood. 

Currently I manage the family sheep property, Middleback 

Station which is west ofWhyalla. However, before returning 

to Middleback, I studied Agricultural Science at the University 

of Adelaide, then worked for four years in the Middle East. 

This was followed by two years with a consulting firm and two 

years with a bank. 

In over 20 years involvement with the Society, I have seen 

many 'fads' come and go. Whatever the current fad, whether 

it be sustainability, production, social issues, aboriginal issues, 

mining, tourism or science- the role of the Society is to enable 

all stakeholders to discuss these issues with people who have 

an interest in the Rangelands. 

The Society has the challenge of making itself relevant and 

worthwhile to other members of the rangelands community

aboriginal groups and tourism operators spring to mind. 

On a final note, being a wool producer in a 'difficult', if not 

impossible, trading situation, the traditional grazing industries 

have to embrace science to increase productivity and maintain 

the resource base. The challenge for science is to provide 

some of the answers. 

Sarah Nicolson - Subscription Secretary 

My involvement in the Rangelands and with the Australian 

Rangeland Society began approximately 12 years ago with my 

move to Middleback Station in South Australia. Prior to this, 

I had grown up in Canberra, and finished my education at the 

University ofNSW completing a BA in 1976. 

I worked for some time for American Express in Sydney, then 

for a brief period with Ralph Slatyer atthe ANU before joining 

the Department of Foreign Affairs. My first posting was to 

Baghdad, Iraq (during the Iran-Iraq war) where I also met 

Andrew! I had a great couple of years in Iraq, which despite 

its despotic leader is a very interesting country, and also of 

course afforded me the opportunity to travel to many other 

parts of the Middle East. My only other posting for the 

Department was short-term to New Zealand. 

In subsequent years, Andrew and I had two children, lived in 

Sydney and back in Canberra and finally moved to Middleback. 

Since being here, I've been involved in a number of different 

jobs, firstly working casually for the Whyalla Hospital, then 

setting up a 'relocation' company for BHP employees, and 

finally, over the last four years, I have had my own business 

organising conferences. With ten conferences completed so 

far, and another three planned to date, this business has 

certainly occupied most of my time, taken me to all parts of 
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Australia, given me the opportunity to meet many people and 

most importantly, given us an off-farm income! 

Merri Tothill - Vice President 

Having lived and worked in the rangelands of SA for the past 

12 ye~rs, I have developed a great attachment to both the place 

and the people. 

My background, however, is somewhat varied! I have an Arts 

degree in Psychology and Political Science and a Bachelor of 

Applied Science in Conservation and Park Management. 

Perhaps, rather by co-incidence than my good planning, these 

qualifications provide a good basis for my work in the 

rangelands. Essentially, for me it involves a combination of 

people (communities) interacting with and using the natural 

resource. I have spent some time as a governess on a station 

in the NT; some years as a Scientific Assessment Officer with 

the SA Department of Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal 

Affairs (though it had a different name then), a very worthwhile 

time as a Landcare Officer, working with Soil Boards and 

Landcare groups and most recently as leader of the Primary 

Industries and Resources, Rangeland Team, based in Port 

Augusta. 

Personal highlights include; working on the 1996 Port Augusta, 

Australian Rangeland Society Conference Committee, 

managing both the Sponsorship and Media programs; being 

on the'organising committee for the State Landcare Conference 

in Roxby Downs, SA, where we showcased the SA rangelands 

and its managers; participation in the community initiated 

Lake Eyre Basin management and generally working with 

motivated people in the development and implementation of 

landcare in the rangelands. 

There is no doubt that we are in rapidly changing times and that 

we need to adapt and change to meet the challenges. My wish 

for the future of the rangelands is that we can meet these 

challenges, still retaining our prosperity and viability whilst 

enabling the value of the rangelands to be appreciated by all 

Australians. ARS can make an important contribution to 

achieving this. 

John Maconochie - Secretary 

I have always found first person critiques difficult so here 

goes. Born in Alice Springs, I developed a natural affinity to 

arid environments. Spending much of my holidays travelling 

with my father on field trips around the centre, I developed a 

love for the rangelands at an early age. Coupled with this was 

the experiences gained by living and travelling overseas with 

the family to places such as the Sultanate of Oman and doing 

correspondence school while travelling around the country. 

After 12 years in Alice, I ended up boarding in Adelaide to 

complete school in a colder and wetter climate. 

After finishing school my intentions were to study wildlife 

management with the idea of working in a national park in 

Africa. I began a science degree but ended up finishing with 

an Agricultural Science degree from the Waite Institute, 

University of Adelaide. During my time at Uni, I studied 
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subjects ranging from soil conservation, botany, agronomy, 

biochemistry, to advanced statistics and spent much of my 

holidays working on sheep studs and cropping farms. The 

saving grace was Dr Bob Lange. I enrolled in the Arid Zone 

Ecology subject one summer and felt back at home after eight 

years in the south. I quickly organised work experience with 

the Pastoral Management Branch and started heading north 

again. 

After finishing Uni, I worked on a Wool Secretariat project 

with the South Australian Pastoral Management Branch. This 

involved retracing the steps of Fred Jessup, an early Soil 

Conservator for the Dept. of Agriculture, and Brendan Lay 

measuring the density of chenopod stands in the north west of 

the state. This provided a 46-year comparison of three data 

sets (1948,1971,1994) covering over 5,000 km of transect. 

The technique of driving over an area and using the wheelmarks 

of a vehicle to delineate the transect was the precursor to the 

Jessup transects (lOOm x 20m) now used in the monitoring 

system of South Australian pastoral leases. After completing 

the project, I worked for the Pastoral Management Branch in 

lease assessments for a year before becoming a Pastoral 

Inspector. 

I am currently the Secretary for the South Australian Chapter 

of the Society and was on the organising committee for the 

ARS Port Augusta conference, helping to run a quite different 

type of conference on futuring in the rangelands. 

My interest in wildlife and big picture ecology continues to 

grow through my involvement with the Biograze and 

AussieGrass projects. One of my main goals is to integrate the 

concept of biodiversity into the everyday management of 

pastoral enterprises. We know so much and yet so little about 

the systems that operate in the arid zone that there are new 

challenges always waitingjust around the comer. With this in 

mind it is no wonder I enjoy working in this environment, as 

the rewards in learning and studying these systems are so 

fulfilling. 

I finally made it to South Africa last year and will continue to 

travel in the future. There is so much in common in the arid 

environments but each country has its own unique feel and 

wonders. Being based in Adelaide is great - I have the city 

luxuries and work that takes me to the arid areas ofthe state in 

a swag. Apart from work and travel, my only other aspiration 

is to find a nice piece of land to revegetate and build a self

sustainable earth home with which to garden in and enjoy with 

my dogs and friends. Well that's my critique - I hope it 

explains something about myself and I look forward to working 

with the Society and meeting as many of you as I can in the 

future. 

Craig Baulderstone - Treasurer 

I was born and bred in Adelaide. So what does a city boy know 

about the Rangelands? It feels like less and less all the time! 

However I do feel a strong attachment and protective spirit for 

the rangelands - a bit like you would to a good mate. Myaim 

is to help the ecosystems, flora, fauna, and the people who are 

the Rangelands. 



On a national and international scale, I am very proud of our 

rangelands and how they are managed. Vast areas consist of 

intact healthy ecosystems, largely naturally evolved, amongst 

which we produce sustainably with a minimum of inputs. In 

how many areas of the world does this occur, with such an 

environmentally sustainable future? 

Of course it's not all a bed of roses and I hope more and more 

in the future we use the ARS as a tool in solving some of these 

problems. Knowledge is power and we have an excellent 

forum in the Society for spreading knowledge, although I 

think we might be missing a few players and maybe need to 

look at our communication techniques. 

I have a degree in Natural Resource Management from 

Roseworthy, which was a really good start towards 

understanding the rangelands. In 1990, I started work in the 

Outback Branch of the Dept. of Lands. In basically the same 

job, I now work for Biodiversity, Monitoring and Evaluation 

in the Biodiversity and Conservation Division, under National 

Parks SA in the Dept. of Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal 

Affairs. God only knows how long the name will be in another 

ten years! 

Essentiall y, I am invol ved in the moni toring and assessment of 

land condition on pastoral leases in SA. Under Natural 

Heritage Trust funding, I am also setting up reference areas 

over all the pastoral country in SA and continuing a total 

grazing management project in the north east of the state. 

In my spare time I love gardening, renovating and restoring 

cars. I recently finished restoring a 1924 Amilcar, so where 

else would I take it but into the rangelands! We successfully 

completed an 1100 km trek through the Flinders Ranges. 

Photo. Members of the new (SA) andformer QLD Councils at 

the Townsville IRC, July 1999. From left to right: John 

Maconochie, Sarah Nicolson, Merri Tothill, Peter Johnston, 

Rob Richards, Manda Page and Bruce A/chin. 

REPORTSONARSTRAVEL 

GRANTS TO ATTEND VI IRe 

Lachlan Ingram 

Lachlan Ingram, Ecosystems Research Group, Department 

of Botany, University of Western Australia, Perth WA 

A Travel Grant awarded to me by the Australian Rangeland 

Society allowed me to attend the VI International Rangeland 

Congress held in Townsville, Qld in July 1999. 

The weekend preceding the congress, I attended the Practical 

Rangeland Ecology Professional workshop, as it seemed to 

attempt to integrate both theoretical ecology with actual 

grazing management practices. Having used traditional 

methods of monitoring (foliagelbasal covers) on my sites, it 

was interesting to hear about the many forms of monitoring 

used by various Queensland agencies, including Botanal, 

Qgraze, Traps and Spider Mapping. Bill Burrows gave an 

interesting talk on the degree oftree thickening that's occurred 

in Queensland over the last hundred and fifty or so years, and 

the resulting increase in primary production that can occur 

wi th resulting tree removal. However while there are undoubted 

increases in production initially, it is likely that there will be 

reduced production further down the track, as the initial 

increase in labile pools of nutrients are taken up, and also an 

increased risk of dryland salinity, as has occurred here in 

Western Australia. Peter O'Reagain put together a couple of 

very interesting sessions on animal foraging strategies and 

grazing management practices. The session on Range Plant 

Physiology by Brian Northup and Lynn Walker was for me, 

the best of the weekend. Their research into the "islands of 

fertility" around grass tussocks, with respect to soil organic 

matter, nitrogen and soil microbes, and the decline in the size 

of these "islands" in degraded rangelands, emphasised the 

impact of overgrazing on many important soil processes. This 

work I found particularly interesting due to the similarity of it 

to much of my own work in the Pilbara, which has involved 

research into nitrogen mineralization in respect to landscape 

heterogeneity. One small complaint about the workshop was 

that I found that there was a very strong slant towards issues 

specific to Queensland rangelands, whereas I fel t the incl usion 

of sessions run by rangeland professionals from other parts of 

Australia and overseas would have made the workshops more 

inclusive of rangelands as a whole. Overall however, I found 

the workshops well organised and run, and that the presenters 

generally offered informative and well put together sessions, 

and that "smoko 's" allowed a high level of interaction between 

session presenters and participants. In my case, they also 

allowed me to spend some time discussing the population 

dynamics of Astrebla in the Pilbara with David Orr. 

The title of the Congress "People and Rangelands: Building 

the Future" indicated the aim of the conference organisers to 

attempt to integrate both the human and scientific aspects of 

rangelands, rather than concentrating on the purely scientific 

aspects of rangelands. The nature of my research however 

meant that for me, the most interesting and relevant sessions 

were those relating to soil and plant physiological processes in 

rangelands. The address by leffHerrick (unfortunately Walt 
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Whitford who was supposed to jointly present this paper with 

Jeff, was unable to attend due to ill health) in the session 

entitled 'How does desertification affect soil processes in 

Rangelands' was of great interest as Jeff attempted to integrate 

the microbial processes which occur in the sub-millimetre 

range, with management processes occurring overthe kilometre 

range. As Jeffmentioned in his talk, and which we discussed 

later, there is a palpable lack of soil measurements (specifically 

soil organic matter) incorporated into most range monitoring 

systems throughout the world. Although there are many 

reasons for this, the many vegetation characteristics which are 

commonly used for most rangeland monitoring schemes do 

not exist in isolation from soil, and often by the time a decline 

in vegetation quality is observed, a considerable loss of soil 

fertility has already occurred. Maria-Hulia Mazzarino followed 

this with an interesting talk on changes in soil nitrogen in both 

the Dry Chaco and northern Patagonia in Argentina, in response 

to grazing. In her talk the use of soil indicators, specifically 

nitrogen mineralization, was noted as a potential indicator of 

soil degradation caused by grazing. I was able to meet up with 

Maria-Hulia later, and compared notes on nitrogen 

mineralization in semi-arid climates. 

In a similar vein Dave Wedin, in the 'Understanding and 

Managing Rangeland Plant Communities' session, gave an 

excellent talk in which he discussed the importance of soil 

properties, specifically nitrogen, and how the CN ratios of 

litter and roots can influence not only species diversity, but 

also the degree of plant available soil nitrogen, and 

consequently, above-ground production. 

The Tuesday evening poster session I found to be extremely 

conducive to ongoing discussions about all things "rangey'. 

This was no doubt assisted by copious amounts of wine and 

cheese (and the only time during the congress when the 

alcoholic beverages ran dry). It was during this session I 

managed to make contact with Jayne Belnap who has 

undertaken some very interesting work on cryptogams 

(associations of algae, fungi, mosses, liverworts, bacteria, 

lichens and cyanobacteria). The presence of cyanobacteria, 

which can fix and incorporate nitrogen into soils, and 

consequently may be an important, and possibly only, means 

by which nitrogen is input into arid and semi-arid rangelands. 

This contact allowed me, and continues to allow me, to pick 

Jayne's brain about the cryptogam associations that I've 

observed in my own study. This session then continued down 

to one of the many great eateries in Townsville, and over the 

odd ale or two, discussions continued with Steve Archer 

(Texas A & M University) and Joel Brown (ARS-USDA 

Jornada L TERS) about rangeland monitoring and research in 

the USA. 

Having found Tom Hatton a compelling speaker, his talk 

"Multiple issues in water and land management in Australian 

Catchments" again pointed out very succinctly many of the 

issues of land and water degradation facing the Australian 

continent. The session on modelling while always having the 

potential to be somewhat dry, got off to excellent start with a 

rather droll talk by Simon Campbell, a model user, rather than 

a model programmer. He noted that there were essentially two 

model types, research models used by scientist and other 

professionals that assist them in understanding a system 
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better, and applied models, that assist in better management of 

a system. While the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive, 

there can be significant differences between the two, and that 

the final end user and their objectives need to be carefully 

considered by the programmer(s). 

Attending the congress also allowed me to renew contact with 

Dr Jerry Schuman, a previous head of the Cheyenne High 

Plains Grassland Research Station (Wyoming, USA) and now 

enjoying life as a soil scientist. I had previously spent time in 

Cheyenne with Jerry before attending the International 

Grassland Congress in Canada in 1997. I also met up with Dr 

Dick Hart, also based at Cheyenne, and had a number of 

conversations on the work that he has undertaken over many 

years investigating changes in soil N, C and species diversity 

in response to long-term grazing. Somewhat fortuitously, 

Jerry spent a week in Perth after the congress, and I was able 

to organise for Jerry to spend some time talking with various 

members in our group and the research that is being undertaken 

in our lab. 

Overall I was very impressed with all aspects of the Congress. 

I found the congress contained a good mix of science and 

pleasure activities, and copious amounts of food and liquid 

(which the impoverished student always appreciates). Gordon 

King's unique ability to get people together was never better 

illustrated than his King Com 'game'. This entailed all 

participants being given a bag of coloured beads and some 

string and told to' go forth and swap beads with other delegates 

if you wish to attend the formal dinner on the Friday evening' . 

While it certainly encouraged people to mingle, I found it 

heartily amusing to watch people who having paid thousands 

to get to the congress, missed sessions as they raced off after 

coloured beads they didn't have. 

I would like to express my grati tude to the Australian Rangeland 

Society for the Travel Grant Award, which allowed me to 

attend the VI International Rangeland Congress. I found it a 

great experience to attend such a well organised and constructed 

congress and I look forward to the VII International Rangeland 

Congress in 2003 . 

Jane King 

Jane King, PO Box 19, Emerald QLD 4720 

When I first laid eyes on the flyer for the International 

Rangelands Congress to be held in Townsville, I thought to 

myself "what a great opportunity to meet and discuss my 

fourth year study project with national and international 

delegates". Unfortunately, being a student meant that I did not 

have a lazy $500 for the registration, so the idea of attending 

was off the itinerary for the July 1999 holidays. 

The idea of applying for a grant to cover my registration was 

not even a consideration until my Rangeland Management 

lecturer, Bruce Alchin, mentioned the grants available through 

the Australian Rangeland Society. 

Developing my application to the Society proved to be the first 

of many learning experiences associated with the congress. 

The idea of asking for money from someone other than my 



parents was a whole new concept. With a 'nothing ventured, 

nothing gained' attitude I put together my application with a 

little help on the side. Before too long, the congress was back 

on my itinerary for my mid-year Uni . holidays. 

Being a student I thought my ability to absorb information was 

better than average, but boy, did the congress put an end to that 

notion! AliI can say is thank goodness for the proceedings 

which allowed me to catch up on detail missed during the 

sessions. The quantity and quality of the knowledge exchanged 

during the congress was at a level I have never experienced 

before and as a consequence, I was unable to take on board 

fully what was being conveyed by some of the presenters until 

well after the event. 

"King's Com" was a great way to network with other delegates, 

although a number of colours proved to be elusive. The 

comments and ideas I received about my study project were 

invaluable and I would hate to think where my project would 

have wound up without them. So to all those people who 

provided comments - thank you. 

While I am on the subject of thank yous, I would like to thank 

the Australian Rangeland Society for allowing me to attend 

the congress. A special thank you must go to the organising 

committees for providing such informative presentations during 

the day, but also evening activities to allow the delegates and 

presenters to mix socially. 

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING 

,1ndrew Nicolson. Middleback Station. PO Box 555. 

Whyalla SA 5600 

The 2000 Annual General Meeting of the Australian Rangeland 

Society is to be held in Adelaide on Friday 12'h May at lOam. 

The venue is the Main Conference Room, First floor, 

Department for Environment and Heritage, 284 Portrush Rd., 

Kensington (entrance from comer of High St.). 

The agenda for the meeting will be: 

• Minutes of the 1999 AGM 

• Directors' Report 

• Treasurer's Report 

• Subscription Manager's Report 

• Subscription Secretary's Report 

• Publications Committee Report 

• Correspondence 

• General Business 

All members of the Society are invited to attend the meeting. 

If you wish to attend could you please contact the Secretary, 

John Maconochie, on 08 8204 8870 or bye-mail at 

jmaconochie@dehaa.sa.gov.au 

THE RANGELAND JOURNAL IS 

NOW INDEXED BY CURRENT 

CONTENTS 

Ken Hodgkinson for the Publications Committee. CSIRO 

Wildlife and Ecology. GPO Box 284. Canberra ACT 2601 

The Institute for Scientific Information has recently selected 

the Rangeland Journal for indexing in Science Citation Index 

Expanded, lSI Alerting Services and Current Contents. This 

is an important development as it greatly expands the 

accessibility of the Journal to readers around the world. 

Earlier the Journal was abstracted/indexed only by CAB 

International, AGRICOLA database and ABOA (Australian 

Bibliography Of Agriculture) . Details on abstracting/indexing 

will now be placed inside the cover of the Journal. 

The first attempt to have the Journal indexed by Current 

Contents failed and another concerted effort began in 1997. A 

well argued case was developed by Allan Wilson (Editor at the 

time) and me and supported by letters from Professor Steve 

Archer (Texas A&M University, USA) and Dr Brian Walker 

(Chief, CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology). lSI then agreed to 

evaluate the journal. They asked for four issues and Malcolm 

Howes (Production Manager) sent these. On receiving the 

fourth issue, lSI indexed the journal for the first time. Many 

thanks to everyone who has assisted in our persistent efforts 

over the years and congratulations to those whose belief in the 

Journal have helped achieve this satisfying result. 

This hard won acceptance by lSI means that the papers/articles 

in reference lists in the Rangeland Journal will now be added 

to Science Citation Indices for authors and papers. Increasingly 

these indices are used to evaluate the publications of scientists. 

Perhaps more importantly, papers/articles from the journal 

can now be picked up in electronic searches using key words 

or authors' names. The bottom line is that the Australian 

Rangeland Society now has a scientific journal whose quality 

has been recognised as meeting the international standards set 

by a major indexing organisation. 

So members with " latent" papers, please take note and submit 

your manuscripts soon to the Editor of the Rangeland Journal. 

It is now a sounder investment than last year in terms of your 

prospects for international recognition. 
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PSST, DO YOU WANT SOME 

INFORMATION ON RANGELAND 

RESOURCES AND MANAGEMENT? 

Charles B. Rumburg (Society for Range Management) and 

Leigh Hunt (Australian Rangeland Society) 

Ha,just try and find it! Volumes and volumes ofinfonnation 

exist; the challenge is in plowing through all of these vol

umes to find the subject of interest - such as a specific plant, 

how to control a pest, the impacts of burning or hundreds of 

other subjects. Well, the solution to that problem has just 

become a whole lot easier. Members of the Society for Range 

Management (SRM) and the Australian Rangeland Society 

(ARS) now have access to the most comprehensive biblio

graphic database of rangeland resources and management that 

exists, thanks to a joint initiative between the two societies. 

The database contains a read-only record of all of the articles 

that have been published in Rangelands and its predecessor 

Rangeman's Journal, the Journal of Range Management 

(JRM), The Rangeland Journal (TRJ) and its predecessor the 

Australian Rangeland Journal (ARJ). Furthennore, the 

database doesn't require an advanced degree in computer 

science to use. All that is required is a computer with a CD

ROM drive, the ability to follow simple instructions for 

installing the program and the basic skills of scrolling and 

double-clicking with a mouse in a windows 95/98 environment. 

Each record in the database contains the names of the authors, 

article title, name of the journal, year, volume number, issue 

number, page numbers, abstract (where available) and key 

words (where available). All records can be quickly searched 

by author, title, journal or keywords. A little practice will 

enable advanced techniques capable of full text searches for 

selected words in the above fields. Word searches in 

Rangelands are good only for authors and titles because 

Rangelands abstracts do not exist: but the database is capable 

of pointing you to the exact location of that article that you 

have been wanting to review only you forgot which issue it 

was in. 

The database is currently available as a read-only version from 

the Society for Range Management office. The database and 

the files for searching it are supplied on a CD-ROM disc which 

comes with instructions for installation and a small manual 

from ProCite with brief instructions for using the application. 

A small executable file may be installed on the computer' s 

hard drive which pennits the records to be searched directly 

from the CD-ROM disc if you choose. 

There are currently 6953 records in the database which is 

complete through 1998. Of these 6953 records, 72.8% are 

from JRM, 21.9% are from Rangelands and 5.3% are from 

TRJ/ARJ. This large number of records inone location makes 

this a great resource for anyone interested in rangeland resources 

and their management. Fortunately, the ProCite application 

enables users to search thousands of records in the blink of an 

eye. 
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The Journals 

JRM was first published in 1949. JRM originally contained 

infonnation on the fonnation of the Society for Range 

Management, and gradually added infonnation on resource 

management and research. The Society decided to convert 

JRM to a peer-reviewed journal for scientific research. 

However, this created a need for a lay journal where managers 

and rangeland users could share ideas and personal experience 

relating to rangeland issues and resource management. This 

led to the publication of the Rangeman's Journal in 1974 -

which became Rangelands in 1979. 

TheAustralian RangelandJournalwas first published in 1976 

and became The Rangeland Journal in 1992. Although the 

journal is small in tenns of the number of papers published 

each year, it accepts papers of scientific merit on a diverse 

range of issues associated with rangeland resources. Ecology, 

monitoring and management feature predominantly in 

published papers, but these address issues that are not restricted 

to grazing or pastoralism (ranching). This diversity is reflected 

in the special issues of the journal that have been published in 

recent years. Topics covered include wildlife and conservation 

in rangelands; contemporary values, goals, needs and 

expectations of rangeland users; grazing management; and 

water in the rangelands. In addition, papers are published 

concerning range rehabilitation, feral animals and their impact 

and management, native herbivore/domestic stock interaction, 

native grasses and range condition and monitoring. Papers are 

accepted from anywhere in the world and there is an increasing 

number of international papers being published. 

The History of the Database 

The concept of the database began in late 1992. However, at 

that time no digital files existed for any SRM publications (the 

first digital files were created in July 1994). So a search began 

to discover if any SRM members had created a bibliographic 

database for their own use. The search was successful. John 

and Terri Walker, then at the U.S. Sheep Experiment Station 

in DuBois, Idaho, had created a database that included both 

Rangelands and JRM. 

John agreed to transfer his database into the ProCite software 

and to make the bibliography available, through the SRM, to 

everyone who wanted a copy. Distribution of the database 

first began in 1994. About the same time the ARS contacted 

SRM about the possibility of including the infonnation from 

their journal in the database. SRM agreed and a memorandum 

of understanding (MOU) was fonnally adopted by both 

organizations in 1997. The MOU specifies the responsibilities 

of the two societies in respect of the database. SRM has agreed 

to handle the production and development of the database 

while the ARS has agreed to provide its records for inclusion 

in the database, provide new records as they become available 

and promote the database within Australia and elsewhere 

through its publications. The MOU also acknowledges that 

each Society retains the rights to their published infonnation. 

By this time, John Walker was assuming new responsibilities 

with Texas A&M University and, because he and Terri no 



longer had time to work on the database, they turned all of their 

rights over to the SRM. For that contribution, the SRM owes 

John and Terri Walker a great debt of gratitude. One of us 

(CBR) wanted to see the database completed because of the 

tremendous value that it has for rangeland resource managers 

and scientists. Therefore, he volunteered, in 1997, to update 

the JRM records and add the records from the Australian 

literature. He continues to this day, adding abstracts to the 

JRM records (since the original database did not contain 

abstracts). He has recovered JRM abstracts from the 1980s 

[from word processing disks created by SRM on an unrelated 

project called Communications on Renewable Resources 

(CORR)]; from abstracts created by SRM members Linda L. 

Conde, Steven Warren, Don Michael Andrews and Brian V. 

Hulet of articles published in Volumes 6-10 and 12-17, 1953-

1964 (Volume II was not found); and with scanning assistance 

from Bob Rich to recover missing abstracts. 

On the Australian side, we are grateful to Gary Bastin of 

CSIRO in Alice Springs for his work in preparing the Australian 

records for the database. Most of the early paper titles and 

abstracts were not in electronic form so these required scanning, 

character correction and formatting before they could be 

imported into the database. Gary is also extracting 'key 

words' for papers where they do not exist (i .e. issues prior to 

volume 19, published in 1997) and has agreed to continue 

providing new records as they come to hand to ensure the 

database is up-to-date. 

The Future 

A bibliographic database is never complete. There is always 

new information being released that needs to be included. 

Adding value to the current database is possible by including 

abstracts and keywords where none exist (which we hope to 

have completed by the next release) . We could seek agreements 

with other organizations to expand the database. We are 

particularly interested in information published by the 

Grassland Society of Southern Africa and have contacted 

them to learn of their interest in participating. 

New and different ways of providing this information are also 

possible. SRM could, for example, make this database available 

on the World Wide Web, where anyone could search the 

database on-line. The important questions are what would be 

most valuable to managers and scientists in the field, and to 

others interested in information and rangeland resources. 

Finally, there is always, the bottom line- what are the costs 

and how will the financial resources be obtained to accomplish 

the desired end. However, we are convinced that these 

problems will be overcome and that this valuable SRMI ARS 

information resource will only become more valuable and 

more easily accessible. 

The Australian Rangeland Society views this joint initiative 

with SRM as being of great importance to rangeland science 

and management through the sharing of ideas across 

international borders. We live in a global environment these 

days and many rangeland issues are common between different 

countries. However, the issues are often dealt with in different 

ways and we can all learn from each other in working towards 

optimum solutions for range resource issues. The joint database 

is one way of helping to share this information, and including 

other professional publications in the database will enhance its 

value. 

Where can you get a copy? 

Copies of the bibliography are available from the SRM, 445 

Union Blvd., Suite 230, Lakewood, CO 80228, USA. The 

cost of the read-only CD-ROM is $125 (U.S.) for SRM and 

ARS members and $140 for non-members, with shipping 

charges of $4.00, $5.00 and $10.00 to US, Canada/Mexico, 

and all other countries, respectively. 

NEW CSIRO CONFERENCE ROOM 

IN ALICE SPRINGS 

Gary Bastin, CS1RO Wildlife & Ecology, PO Box 2111, 

Alice Springs NT 0871 

A new conference room was officially opened at the CSIRO 

Centre for Arid Zone Research in Alice Springs on 29 November 

1999. The guest speaker was Ted Egan, local songwriter, 

performer and film-maker. Ted is well known as an entertainer 

throughout Australia and is a staunch advocate and supporter 

of the outback. 

The conference room can seat about sixty and is separate to the 

main CSIRO building. It is already proving a valuable asset 

to the local scientific community and is also available to the 

wider Alice Springs community as a small to medium-sized 

meeting venue. The opening of the building ends a period of 

extensive refurbishment at the Centre for Arid Zone Research. 

Both this building and the renovations mark CSIRO's 

continuing commitment to research and communication in 

central Australia and the wider rangelands. Ted acknowledged 

this commitment during his speech: 

"To nurture the arid inland of central Australia we must not be 

hindered by state boundaries or other straight lines arbitrarily 

drawn on maps. We must look at the total environment. There 

must be a plan for total, all-embracing conservation, 

management, enhancement, restoration. As nurses would call 

it - TLC; and it is obvious that there must be a federal body to 

coordinate a national plan." 
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RANGEWAYS UPDATE 

Margaret Friedel, CSIRO Wildlife & Ecology, PO Box 2111, 

Alice Springs NT 0871 

The Rangeways project in the North East Goldfields of Western 

Australia is in the last year of its five year life as a research 

project funded by LWRRDC - see RMN 97/2 and 9911 for 

earlier reports. Rangeways has now developed to the point 

where a community-based body, caIIed the Northern Goldfields 

Rangeways Strategy Group, has been established to provide 

leadership into the future. They are working towards their 

vision "To best use country for people and country" by 

taking increasing responsibility for the direction of community

based land use planning. To achieve their vision, they are 

presently focussed on defining their activities for the long 

term, identifying potential resources and developing aIIiances 

which wiII provide administrative and technical support into 

the future. At a recent meeting, the Strategy Group decided to: 

I. Seek an aIIiance with a new WA Government initiative, 

the Leonora Telecentre, to ensure locally-based adminis

trative support of mutual benefit. 

2. Seek an agreement with the Centre for the Management 

of Arid Environments (CMAE), a new partnership be

tween Curtin University and Agriculture WA based in 

Kalgooriie, for technical support. 

3. Develop a draft funding proposal for resourcing a 

Telecentre 'home', with the assistance ofCMAE. There 

were clear mutual benefits in the longer term if CMAE 

helped to get the group launched. 

4. Hold a facilitated workshop to define what projects and 

activities the Group will undertake to achieve its overall 

vision. 

To find out more, check out the Rangeways web site http:// 

www.rangeways.org.au/ 

SOCIETY FOR RANGE 

MANAGEMENT MEETING 
Call for Titles and Abstracts 

Annual Meeting, February 17 - 23,2001 

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 

Abstracts and Titles due July 1,2000 

The theme for the 200 I Annual Meeting wiII be "200 I: A 

Range Odyssey" with scientific and technical programs to 

enhance our understanding of the history of rangeland 

ecosystems and contribute to discussions of resource 

management in the 21 st century. 

For poster or contributed paper presentations, submit your 

abstract and associated information in one of the foIIowing 

forms (these are listed in order of preference): 
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(I) Attach a WordPerfect (.wpd), MS Word (.doc) or 

ASCII (.txt) file to an e-mail message addressed to: 

skbishop@earthlink.net 

(2) Submit abstract as an email message addressed to 

skbishop@earthlink.net 

(3) Submit a WordPerfect, MS Word or ASCII.TXT file 

on a 3.5" (IBM) diskette to : 

Steve Bishop (SRM Abstract) 

119 Cliff Walk Dr. 

VaIIejo, CA 94591 

Abstracts should be no longer than 250 words. Authors are 

solely responsible for aII editing of abstracts. Abstracts should 

include a statement of objectives, a brief description of methods, 

a concise presentation of the actual results, and a summary 

statement or conclusions. Abstracts and titles are due July 

1,2000. Authors wiII be notified of acceptance or rejection by 

August 3 I. 

WORKSHOPS FOR 

SCIENTISTS AND THOSE 

INVOLVED IN SCIENCE 

Presentation Skills Workshop: 

'Learn how to make a talk work for you and the audience' 

- structuring and preparing an effective presentation 

- overcoming nerves, and handling questions 

- making best use of audio-visual aids 

Media Skills Workshop: 

'Learn how to make the media work for you' 

work with the media with confidence 

practice your interview technique with five working 

journalists 

get your message out as accurately as possible 

Presenters Toss Gascoigne and Jenni Metcalfe have 

backgrounds in journalism, science communication and 

education. They work in daily contact with scientists and 

journalists, and have been running these workshops for seven 

years. 

Workshops are scheduled for capital cities around Australia. 

For information and dates on scheduled workshops, check 

their WWW site http://www.econnect.com .au or contact 

Econnect Communication on, phone: 07-3846-7111, fax : 07-

3846-7144. 

Cost for scheduled two-day workshops: $595 per participant 

(plus GST after June 30) per workshop. Numbers are limited 

to 10 participants each, and special workshops can be arranged 

if scheduled workshop dates and locations do not suit. 



FORTHCOMING CONFERENCE 

Detecting Environmental Change: 

Science and Society 

16-20 July 200 I, London, UK 

Conference Scope and Objectives 

The Conference will focus on the detection and understanding 

of long-term changes in natural and disturbed environmental 

systems. It will review methods of environmental change 

detection across different disciplines by bringing together 

scientists and stakeholders concerned with monitoring in 

terrestrial, freshwater, marine, hydrological, atmospheric, and 

social systems. Conference objectives are: 

I. To assess the value of long-term environmental 

monitoring forthe detection of change at local, regional 

and global scales, in relation to contemporary and 

future environmental issues; 

2. To develop integrated approaches to monitoring; 

3. To strengthen links between monitoring, modelling, 

remote sensing and experimental approaches to the 

study of environmental change; 

4. To assess future options and approaches to 

environmental monitoring for both science and policy, 

particularly in relation to the early detection of change; 

5. To promote more effective use of monitoring science 

by policy makers and the wider public. 

Organised by the NERC Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 

and Environmental Change Research Centre, UCL with UK 

Environmental Change Network, in association with the 

International Long Term Ecological Research Network. 

For further information please contact: 

Dr Catherine E Stickley 

Environmental Change Research Centre, 

Department of Geography 

University College London 

26 Bedford Way 

London WCIH OAP, UK 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7679 5562; Fax: +44 (0) 20 7387 7565; 

E-mail: c.stickley@ucl.ac.uk 

http://www.nmw.ac. uk/change200 I 
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AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

Please complete and return to the Subscription Secretary, Rob Richards, PO Box 235, Condobolin 2877 NSW. 

I, [name] 

of [address] 

.......... ... .......... ... ........... ... ...... .............. ............... ........... .. .... .... ....... ..... Postcode ...... .. ........ ......... ... ...... . 

apply for membership of the Australian Rangeland Society and agree to be bound by the regulations of the Society as 

stated in the Articles of Association and Memorandum. 

o Enclosed is a cheque for $AU ... ....... .. ............................ for full/part* membership for an individuallinstitution* for 

the calendar year 2000 

o Enclosed is a cheque for $AU ....... ........ ... .... ...... ........ .... for full/part* membership for an individuallinstitution* for 

the calendar year 2000 

Card No.: ................................................................................ Expiry date: .. ...... .... ................ ........... ..... . 

Signature .. ..... .. .... ......... ... ... .. .... ..................................... Date ................................... . 

Membership Rates: 

Australia Overseas 

Air Mail 

Individual or Family -

Full (Journal + Newsletter) $65.00 $85.00 

Part (Newsletter only) $35.00 $45.00 

Institution or Company -

Full (Journal + Newsletter) $95.00 $115.00 

Part (Newsletter only) $50.00 $60.00 

Please Note -

I. Membership is for the calendar year 1 January to 31 December. All rates are quoted in AUSTRALIAN currency 

and must be paid in AUSTRALIAN currency. 

2. Year 2000 membership rates include Airmail for all oversease subscdbers. 

For Office Use Only: 

Membership Number ......... .. ................... .... .............. .... ......................................... .... ...... . 

Date Entered in Member Register .................................................................................... . 

Date Ratified by CounciL ............................................................. ................................... . 
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